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The weekly deadline for submissions is Wednesday for publication 
the following Wednesday. Letters to the Editor, vacant sections, 
and "time-sensitive" articles (weekend news, sports, and cultural 
reviews) will be accepted until Saturday noon and can be submitted 
to the editor at <othereditor@yahoo.ca>. 
All other submissions should be forwarded to the appropriate 
section editor. Please include your name, phone number/email 
address, and word count, and submit via email as an MS Word. doc 
attachment to the attention of the appropriate editor. 
write for us! 
we're easier than 
we look. 
. ' . erm, lt s easter 
than it looks. 
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Opinions 
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The Other Press is Douglas College's 
autonomous student newspaper. 
The Other Press is run as a collective 
and is published weekly during the fall 
and winter semesters, and monthly (as a 
magazine) during the summer. 
We receive our funding from a stu-
A&E 
submit_to_culture@yahoo.ca 
Features 
mbeedle@ hotmail.com 
dent levy collected every semester at reg-
istration, and from local and national 
advertising revenue. The Other Press is a 
member of the Canadian University 
Press (CUP), a cooperative of student 
newspapers from across Canada.We 
adhere to CUP's Statement of Common 
Sports 
ddp20@ hotmail.com 
David Lam Representative 
opdavidlam@ hotmail.com 
Principles and Code of Ethics--except 
when it suits us not to. The Other Press 
reserves the right to choose what to pub-
lish, and will not publish material 
that is racist, sexist, or homophobic. 
Submissions may be edited for clarity 
and brevity if necessary. 
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New Registration System of Communal Responsibility: 
It's Tricky, So Bone up Beforehand 
Brandon Ferguson, News Editor 
A heads up to all you returning Douglas students: you had best prepare for registration now or 
you'll suffer the consequences later. Or to 
put it in P. Diddy terms: Prepare or Die. 
Registration for the Winter 2005 
semester will have two radically different 
components to it, involving stricter time-
lines and demanding more student 
diligence. The change is intended to 
ensure that all students get the courses 
they need, and is meant to create a com-
munal responsibility among students. 
Basically, don't be a putz and hold on to 
more courses than you need because it 
screws over a friend you haven't made yet. 
Before I bugger this up, please go 
online to the Douglas website and click on 
the "Get ready to register for Winter 
2005" link. Read about what's new, and 
follow it through the 
registration and class-
schedule tutorials. 
Seriously, you'll be 
way better off than if 
you follow my gib-
berish instructions. 
Still reading? You 
rule! Thanks for the 
trust. Now here's the 
haps. 
The two big 
changes involve the 
refund policy and 
wait lists. The refund 
policy is ridiculously 
punitive but, my fel-
low anarchists, it is 
with good intentions. 
You should know 
what you are taking 
(and be registered in 
those courses) before 
school begins. As 
such, if you drop a 
course after January 3rd, you get only 70 
percent of your tuition fees back. Drop in 
the second week and you get zilch. Harsh? 
Yes, but with purpose. 
The waiting lists have been modified 
so that you can wait in up to 10 sections. 
That can be one section in 10 courses, or 
10 sections in one course, or any other 
conceivable combination you math 
majors can think of. Just don't exceed 10 
waiting lists. 
Let's say you want to take a course. 
We'll call it Karma 100. You can get into 
Karma 100's Tuesday class but you'd pre-
fer the Thursday one, which is full and has 
a waiting list. You can be content with the 
right course but a screwy schedule and 
take Tuesday, or you can be put on the 
wait list for Thursday. You cannot do 
both. The rigidity of the system is intend-
Hey Prince George: Cheers to You 
UNBC Students Vote for Independent Newspaper 
Jonathan Woodward, CUP British Columbia Bureau Chief 
A fter a student newspaper was shut down and had its funding frozen by its student-union pub-
lishers over an article that said men 
should become "novelties for the super 
rich," students at the University of 
Northern British Columbia have voted to 
make that newspaper an independently 
funded publication. 
More than two-thirds of undergradu-
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ate student voters at the Prince George 
campus decided in a referendum to sepa-
rate Over the Edge from the Northern 
Undergraduate Student Society and fund 
the paper directly at $5 per student per 
term. 
''We know now that the student body 
supports Over the Edge," said editor-in-
chief Carolynne Burkholder. "The 
concept of freedom of the press, that 
ed to give every student a shot at the 
courses they need. 
If you choose to go on a wait list, you 
must confirm this every 72 hours from 
the time you join the wait list. Yes it's a 
pain in the ass, but you were going to 
check out <www.bangedup.com> anyway, 
so just do it. You can monitor your climb 
up the wait list, and as you get closer to 
the top you'll want to start checking daily 
to see if you have been offered a spot. 
New spots are opened at 12:30pm every-
day, Monday through Saturday. Don't 
rush, just check, because if you are at the 
top of the wait list you will automatically 
be offered the chance to register in that 
class. You have 24 hours to do this. You 
can also go online and give the registrar's 
office your email address, and they will 
send you an email notifying you of the 
offer. 
Confused? Hang on. There are some 
important dates you still have to remem-
ber. 
December 13th is the absolute last day 
to pay your fees in full (by 4pm). If you 
don't, you will be dropped from ALL your 
registl!red courses and all wait lists. This 
sucks. So pay. Unless you believe in this 
communal responsibility so much that 
you'd like to give all those unmade friends 
the courses you had. There's a reason why 
they're not your friends-you're way too 
good for them. So screw 'em and pay. 
On December 15th at 8:00pm, all the 
spots held by those who haven't paid will 
be opened up to students on the waiting 
lists. Again, don't rush, just check, because 
if you're around the top you'll be offered 
those spots. What then class? Accept the 
offer within 24 hours and you will be in 
that course. 
Your next big day comes January 3rd, 
2005. If you are in the top 10 spots on the 
wait list, you can and are expected to 
governments should never control the 
press, is the main issue behind this refer-
endum." 
In September, Over the Edge published 
a satirical article called "Men in the 
Modern World," which blamed men for 
the development of destructive technolo-
gy, saying only men would need 
"dangerous phallic symbols like guns, 
rockets, and submarines." 
attend the first class of that course. The 
instructor will take attendance, and if 
there are any students dropping that 
course, it will be offered to the highest 
spot from the wait list in attendance. If 
you are on the wait list and don't attend, 
you will be skipped over for any available 
spots. 
If you go and are told by the instruc-
tor that you'll be offered a spot, run home 
and sit by the computer. You'll be sent an 
electronic offer at either 6am or 1 pm, 
depending on the time of your class. You 
have six ·(6) (SIX) hours to accept. Please 
do. 
For my fellow slackers and boozers, 
beware: you've got to be there on day one, 
too. If you skip out on the first day and 
don't confirm your absence beforehand 
with your instructor, you may lose your 
place in that class. So scrub the fuzz off 
your tongue, wipe the eggnog from your 
eyes, and carry your hungover ass to class. 
I'll bring Turns and extra pajama pants for 
all of you. 
Oh, and there's also no more 
add/ drop sheets to fill out. Everything's 
done electronically, but you'll have to pay 
for any added courses by the next day 
online or in person. 
So · that's that, chicken fat. It's not 
meant to be hard, it only sounds that way. 
"It's an increased effort for sure," 
Associate Registrar, Ashifa Dhanani told 
me, "but the hope is to have all your reg-
istration issues taken care of before you 
get back to school." 
Any more problems, with either the 
new rules, the online tutorials, or regis-
tration in general, please contact the 
registrar's offices directly 
(NW: 604.527.5478 or David Lam: 
604.777.6228), or email Ashifa at 
<a_dhanani@douglas.bc.ca>. 
When genetic technology allows, 
"men should be forced into non-exis-
tence for the safety of the entire earth. 
Maybe one or two could be kept alive as 
novelties for the super rich," the article 
said. 
University harassment officer Cindy 
Hardy said the article violated the univer-
sity's harassment policy and could be 
offensive to men. The student union · • 
Continued on page 5 
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pulled papers from the campus and froze Over the 
Edge's bank account. 
Saskatchewan Court Legalizes Same-Sex Marriage 
That's when the student newspaper began its 
campaign for independence, and lobbied the stu-
dent union to hold a referendum November 8 
and 9. 
With 338 votes for and 161 against, the refer-
endum achieved the required two-thirds majority 
threshold by only eight votes. Sixteen percent of 
students voted. 
Student-union director of external affairs 
Ingrid Hope said she hoped the paper would 
interpret the vote as a mandate to improve cover-
age of campus events. 
"I hope they're not going to bash everyone 
because they can," she said. "They need to please 
the students; they're the boss now." 
The student union had lost a newspaper, she 
said, but there was no chance it would start a com-
peting publication. 
''The student newspaper will still be a newspa-
per for students on campus," she said. 
Behind the referendum results is a serious 
financial gain for the paper. Their fees have 
increased from $2 per student to $5 per student, 
meaning their per-term revenue more than dou-
bled to $17,500. 
The paper will hire a bookkeeper, but editors 
will remain unpaid for now, said managing editor 
Stephanle Wilson. 
It will also strive to abide by the university's 
harassment policy, but editors will have the ulti-
mate say in what goes in the paper, she said. 
"It was blown out of proportion and I'm sorry 
it came to this, but I'm glad it ended in our auton-
omy," Wilson said. 
Experts watching the batde for freedom of the 
press play out in the microcosm of a university 
campus watched with bemusement, said Claude 
Adams, a lecturer with the University of BC 
school of journalism. 
"There's a real humour deficit on the campus 
of UNBC," he said. "I wonder if they've got more 
serious issues to deal with than to pick on Swiftian 
satire. 
"A lot of what we see in student newspapers is 
pretty stiff and stodgy, so it's nice to see some-
body using a bit of imagination to comment on 
the world around them," Adams said. 
Robert Kotyk, CUP Central Bureau Chief 
WINNIPEG-A Saskatchewan 
court legalized same-sex marriage 
November 5, making the province 
the seventh jurisdiction in the 
country to change the definition of 
marriage to include same-sex cou-
ples. 
The decision follows similar 
precedents set in Quebec, British 
Columbia, Ontario, Manitoba, the 
Yukon, and Nova Scotia. 
Cicely McWilliam, a representa-
tive of the group Canadians for 
Equal Marriage, said 85 percent of 
Canadians now have access to 
same-sex marriage. 
''We're very pleased," she said. 
''There's still a ways to go yet. We 
can see the finish line, but in poli-
tics, sometimes the finish line gets 
moved. So, we still need to ensure 
that federal legislation is passed, so 
that all Canadians have the equal 
right to marry." 
Five Saskatoon couples-Erin 
Scriven and Lisa Stumborg, Lenore 
Swystun and Kelley Moore, James 
Rein-Blackmore and William Rein-
Blackmore, Nicole White and Julie 
Richards, and Martin Bonneville and 
Ted Atkins-brought the case to 
court when they were initially turned 
down for marriage licenses. 
Justice Donna Wilson of the 
Saskatchewan Court of Queen's 
Bench ruled in favour of the couples, 
finding current marriage laws dis-
criminate against gays and lesbians. 
Donna Smith, co-chair of 
Saskatchewan's chapter of Canadians 
for Equal Marriage, said she had 
hoped the provincial government 
would have arrived at the decision on 
all," she said. ''Although 
Saskatchewan, I thought, could have 
been a bit more pro-active in taking 
on an NDP social-government 
stance and done it without being 
forced by the courts." 
A July survey released by the 
Centre for Research and Information 
on Canada in conjunction with 
Environics showed 57 percent of 
Canadians agree the definition of 
marriage should be extended to 
same-sex couples. Thirty-eight per-
cent of those polled disagreed. 
The Saskatchewan decision 
stands in stark contrast to the results 
of the US election November 2, in 
its own. which eleven out of eleven states 
"It did happen quite quickly over- voting on the issue rejected same-sex 
Douglas Marketing Students Do Some Good 
Brendon Fergueson, OP Contributor 
marriage. 
Newfoundland is thought to be 
the next Canadian province to legal-
ize same-sex marriage. Two couples 
denied marriage licenses have filed in 
court to overturn the ban. 
Tim Smith, former president of 
the group Gays, Bisexuals, and 
Lesbians at the University of Regina, 
saw the decision as a natural exten-
sion of what has already occurred in 
six other Canadian jurisdictions. 
"Gay and lesbian people are being 
afforded the same rights that every-
one else is across the country," he 
said. ''You can see it happen here in 
Saskatchewan, too." 
Y our Douglas College Marketing students put together a successful fundraising event at the New Westminster campus on November 10th, raising $1,000 for Canuck 
Place Children's Hospice. The event, called "Life Fits Here," 
was part of the students' marketing internship for General 
Motors. 
have gas in the future, this can guzzle it). "Life Fits Here" was 
an opportunity to promote both the Equinox and a good cause. 
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The internship is intended to offer real-world experience to 
the students, whose campaign is aimed at increasing awareness 
of the Chevrolet Equinox, a futuristic looking SUV (if we still 
Aiding in the event were sponsors such as Tim Horton's, 
Coquidam Centre, and Cartunes, who all donated prizes to be 
raffled of£ Some of the better prizes included a Vancouver 
Canucks history book, a Canucks jersey, and a lithograph signed 
by my boy, Trevor Linden. Over 600 Dougie students took part 
in the games and raffle. 
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News to Peruse, Amuse, and Confuse 
Border Guard Discovers True Self 
Brandon Ferguson, 
~e News Editor 
I n a sobering moment of reflection, American border guard Hirim Ciano has come to a conclusion that many 
have held for long enough: he's a com-
plete asshole. 
"It just hit me one day while giving a 
brown guy the old thrice-over check," the 
12-year veteran said from the border 
crossing into Blaine, WA, last week. "I 
was doing an orifice check-as is standard 
procedure when dealing with someone of 
his background-and like shot gunning a 
can of Amstel Lite, it hit me: I'm a total 
douche bag." 
Ciano's admission comes at a time 
when border vigilance is the norm and 
Patriot Act paranoia is at an all-time high. 
Already requiring fingerprint identifica-
tion for access into the country, the US 
has been adamant about the protection of 
its borders from "outsider interference" 
and "foreign object implementation." 
Said Ciano: "We're detaining browns, 
blacks, reds, yellows, and all sorts of in-
betweens. Even the white dudes with 
beards are supposed to be held up, what 
with that whole American Taliban guy 
bulls hit." 
Ciano, himself of Mexican descent, 
couldn't live with the human-rights 
hypocrisy of working for the Land of the 
Free any longer. "I couldn't look myself in 
the mirror and feel proud as a Mexican-
American any more." 
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Upon a moment of thought, Ciano 
added: "Is that what I'm called now? Or 
am I an American of Mexican descent? 
Fuck, I don't even know anymore, except 
that if I don't have this badge I'm getting 
a latex finger up my ass." 
Ciano may not have that badge to 
block his poop chute from inquiring fin-
gers of justice much longer, now that he 
has openly admitted to feelings of unease 
towards these oppressive and tyrannical 
tactics, according to Secretary of 
Homeland Defense Tom Ridge. 
"The whole point of border patrols 
and guards is to keep out the unwanted," 
said Ridge from his fortified office 
Tuesday, protected by three pit bulls, two 
Marines, and a Presidential pardon in a 
pear tree. 
"We scrutinize people of brown, 
black, red, and yellow colour as much as 
we do those of white ancestry-pure, 
perfect, on-the-side-of-God-white ances-
try. We are equally diligent with every part 
of the racial spectrum. We cover the rain-
bow of colours. Which reminds me: 
homos are out too, but I bet them little 
panty wastes enjoy the orifice examina-
tion." 
When asked if the title "Secretary" 
was a somewhat effeminate term for a 
supposedly fearsome post, Ridge 
answered, ''Yeah, fuck you too, fag." 
When asked to explain the Secretary's 
comments, White House spokesperson 
Scott McLennan said: ''What Secretary 
Ridge meant was that from top to bottom, 
the United States is committed to probing 
every last cavern of terrorist activity in 
order to root out every weed of terror, 
regardless of colour." 
"It's a shitty job," McLennan added, 
"but you can't spell wipe without a W" 
Your intrepid fake news reporter was 
determined to get to the bottom of this 
scandal, and went to the Blaine, WA, 
crossing posing as a corn-fed Canadian 
white-boy with good morals on a one-way 
trip to Chicago. 
Maybe it was my beard, maybe my 
mOll.]', but something irked border agent 
Bubba Thurman into a security frenzy. 
'~nything to declare?" Thurman 
asked from behind dark glasses, inside, at 
7 am, facing away from the sun. 
''Yes. Canada kicks ass," I responded. 
"You don't say. Well, speaking of 
asses ... " 
The lengths to which I will go to bring 
you the news. 
After a half-hour of shitty harassing 
and bag-fondling, I was able to convince 
the group of agents that had gathered to 
satiate their sadistic lust that I was not a 
terrorist--despite a record of terrorist-
supporting activities such as smoking 
reefer and voting NDP. 
In the end, it was the almighty whitey 
that saved me from further persecution 
and discomfort. 
"Of course you got through," said a 
less-than-surprised Ciano, when told of 
my journalistic endeavour. "How can you 
judge character and intent in thirty sec-
onds? You can't, but that's the task 
assigned to the hordes of border-patrol 
guards. It's impossible to be right 100 per-
cent of the time. So you take time with 
threats and pass through those you are 
told to trust. It wasn't smooth-talking, 
sound alibis, or a tight ass that saved you 
man." 
Confused, I pressed Ciano for clarifi-
cation, and a hemorrhoid seat cushion. 
He had both handy. 
''You gotta remember the first thing 
we're taught on the job," Ciano said. ''You 
can't ever be wrong when you're always 
white." 
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The Depressing State of the 
Rdbusters· Left 
T here are lots of reasons why I'm not a left-winger. I believe in per-sonal freedom, and think that a 
strong sense of individualism is one of 
the greatest qualities a person can have. I 
believe that capitalism is an ingenious eco-
nomic system in that it successfully 
recognizes innate human values of free-
dom · and choice, and promotes 
competition and individual creativity. I 
admire the successes of global capitalism, 
and while aware of its shortcomings, take 
pride in its universal appeal and promi-
nent role in spreading democracy. I 
believe in the Judea-Christian values of 
morality and community, and believe that 
when promoted with integrity, they serve 
as a positive guiding force within our soci-
ety's culture and personal relationships. In 
the end, however, one of the main rea-
sons why I'm not a leftist is the simple 
fact that I have a great disdain and aver-
sion towards what has now become the 
modern left-wing political culture. 
Today's left is simply not a fun group 
to be around. They're loud, patronizing, 
sanctimonious, and obnoxious. Members 
of the far-left are not only our of tune 
with the needs and wants of average peo-
ple, they quite openly don't care. They're 
not interested in tailoring a message to 
suit the masses, but rather in crafting an 
agenda completely detached from the 
needs of a public they see as stupid and 
ignorant. Because of this, the leading 
institutions of leftist culture are becoming 
increasingly esoteric and isolated. They're 
living in a bubble and the walls are getting 
stronger. 
Adbusters magazine-the publication 
that founded the "Buy Nothing Day" that 
this issue celebrates-is a good manifesta-
tion of the current state of leftist culture 
(or, as they prefer to call it, "counter cul-
ture"). Flip through the rag and you'll see 
page after page of glossy photographs 
and collages created for the sole purpose 
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of shocking, disgusting, and angering 
readers. You'll see photos of sweatshops, 
photos of blown-apart Iraqi babies, pho-
tos of veal pens, photos of polluted 
skylines. What is the purpose? Are these 
photos supposed to promote ideas or 
solutions? Are they supposed to provoke 
discussion? Hardly. 
People who read Adbusters are over-
whelmingly already members of the 
far-left who need little help coming up 
with reasons to hate capitalism, George 
W Bush, corporations, meat-eaters, and 
the rest. Instead, the magazine and its 
provocative content serve one purpose 
and one purpose alone-to increase anger 
among the loyal. That's the cycle. The left 
is obsessed with making itself angrier, 
louder, more violent, and more rage-filled 
with every passing day. The inevitable 
consequence of this culture of hate is an 
abandonment of reason, and in its place 
appears a sort of permanent nihilism. 
The mentality represented by the 
Adbusters set is defeatist, fatalistic, and 
profoundly depressed. The world is going 
to hell in a hand basket, and since nothing 
can be done to stop it, they smother 
themselves in images and articles that 
chronicle just how terrible the world is, 
and how badly their political movements 
are failing. It's almost masochistic. The 
Adbusters-left clings to a sort of vaguely 
defined Marxist-socialist-Luddite-envi-
ronmentalist utopia as their ideal 
alternative society (if they even bother 
thinking of alternatives to the status quo 
at all, that is). This hazy utopian ideal con-
tinues to be held up as the on!J acceptable 
solution, and because of its impossibility, 
the far-left constandy resorts to political 
cannibalism towards its less-than-perfect 
allies. Any "mainstream" or "establish-
ment" venues for change are immediately 
clismissed as irrelevant. For example, hop-
ing for a Kerry win in the last election was 
deemed poindess, because "both cancli-
dates are the same." Left-wing politicians 
are never left-wing enough, and as a result 
such "sellouts" can actually become the 
target of as much rage as any of their 
conservative counterparts. When a politi-
cal culture is based purely on hate and 
anger instead of optimism and hope, it 
becomes stagnate. It becomes impossible 
for it to achieve any victories. 
Today's political protests are a quintes-
sential example of this kind of spirit in 
action. While there was a time when 
impromptu street protests were regarded 
as a meaningful and respectable oudet of 
public expression, today they are over-
whelmingly regarded as a joke. The 
reason? Today's protests are motivated by 
nothing other than vitriolic leftist anger. 
They no longer express a coherent mes-
sage, or even attempt to. It's just about 
showing rage at a society that the fringe 
left--due to its own culture of nihilism 
and helplessness-feels increasingly 
OPiliDIG 
detached from. At the WTO protests in 
Seatde and Italy for example, the congre-
gation of so much anger in one place 
preclictably made the events turn violent, 
as windows were smashed and police offi-
cers were provoked. Yet leftists still slap 
each other's backs and talk about what a 
grand outing those episodes were. Who 
cares if they clidn't accomplish anything? 
That wasn't the point. The point, instead, 
was an oudet of expression for the mem-
bers of the rage cult. 
Not all left-wingers are part of this 
culture, I realize. There are plenty of per-
fecdy sane liberals and moderates who are 
just as clistrusting of this bizarre counter-
culture as I am. There are also many 
clisgusting figures on the political right 
who embody many similarly unpleasant 
tactics. Overall though, I think the sort of 
nihilistic, failure-loving attitude personi-
fied by Adbusters and its anti-globalization 
brethren remains very much the exclusive 
domain of those on the far-end of the 
political left. 
Golda Meir once said that peace would 
only come to the Middle East once the 
Palestinians learned to love their children 
more than they hate the Jews. The far-left 
will similarly remain in the political wilder-
ness forever, unless they are able to create 
a culture that learns to pride its own val-
ues more than it hates its opponents.' 
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. Why Buy Nothing? 
lain Reeve, OP Contributor 
T his Friday is Buy Nothing Day, something of a holy day for many of us on the left. I heartily 
endorse Buy Nothing Day, and let me tell 
you why. It's a day that is unique among 
holidays. While most holidays celebrate 
things that have happened before, or 
stand for the appreciation of things we 
have now, Buy othing Day asks us to 
envision and work towards something we 
don't have yet-a truly happy society. We 
are a society that, since the 1950s, has 
come to consume more and more goods, 
twice as much since 1955, while polls have 
shown we have become less happy over-
all, and have lower overall standards of 
living. This is all subdued, of course, by an 
endless stream of ads telling us that the 
accompanying endless stream of new 
products will make us happier, sexier, and 
better accepted. 
Consumerism has stolen our culture as 
well. The arts of theatre, literature, and 
music have been replaced by the indus-
tries of Hollywood, magazines, and pop 
music-industries openly more con-
cerned with making money than 
expressing art. 
Shopping for Your nddictions 
Dave Clark, lntercamp (Grant MacEwan College) 
EDMONTON (CUP)-Do you often 
find yourself on your laptop in class, or 
on one of the school's many computers 
searching eBay for an amazing deal? Or 
possibly sitting at home all Friday night, 
waiting for the auction for the lot of Bat 
B!!J comics to close, making sure nobody 
outbids you? Well, you know what? 
Chances are you have an online auction 
addiction! 
Now, I know what you are thinking: 
there is no way you really have an addic-
tion, unless of course you are bidding on 
large quantities of crack cocaine. Wrong. I 
have seen the dark side; I know it exists. I 
am even watching my friends slowly cross 
the line into a hellish world of maximum 
bids and inflated shipping costs. And real-
ly, there is nothing I can do. As long as 
they have a credit card, they will spend. 
I, myself, have been there. Until I real-
ized these online auctions were eating 
away at my soul. I once even thought of 
selling such soul, however, it had already 
been tainted. To end the madness, I 
looked for help. However, when my 
search only yielded websites for people 
who engage in too much cyber-sex, I 
thought I was doomed. 
There was no doubt my addiction was 
worse than talking about how cyber-hard 
my cyber-penis was. It wasn't my cyber-
bank account that was being drained. It 
wasn't my cyber-boss that almost fired me 
from my cyber-job. This was real. 
Now, I didn't go as far as to rob a 
liquor store or beat up a homeless person 
to feed my addiction. I was simply blow-
ing all my hard-earned money. 
The thing about internet auction 
addiction is that there are very few symp-
toms, compared to most addictions. I 
think I may have come down with a little 
bit of the carpal-tunnel syndrome, but 
that's a far cry from track marks down my 
arms. I've never awoken in a haze, only to 
realize I had bid on things that would 
make all my friends lose respect for me, 
then tried to dispose of the evidence by 
putting it in the trunk of my car and driv-
ing into the nearest river. 
This addiction is really the easiest to 
start, making it very dangerous. You don't 
need to be of legal age, you don't need a 
consenting partner, and you don't even 
have to leave your own home. 
At malls--or "city centres" as most 
like to be called now in an attempt to 
become the main gathering place for our 
society-people spend more time shop-
ping than ever. In the United States, the 
consumerist utopia, people spend an aver-
age of six hours shopping, compared to 
40 minutes playing with their children, per 
week. And they work more hours per 
week than ever to pay for goods, while 
retiring much later, and spending less time 
with their families and friends, or partici-
pating in activities they truly enjoy. 
How is this the best culture for us? A 
culture where the rich dominate what we 
watch, eat, think, and wear, while we have 
an ever-growing number of poor, facing 
an ever-worsening lifestyle? Where chil-
dren are considered the largest untapped 
market and are the target of ad campaigns 
trying to get them to nag their parents 
into buying them toys, creating brand loy-
alty as early as age five? Where people are 
more concerned with lkea desks than 
world hunger? You tell me. 
The proof is out there that consump-
tion-based societies do not promote the 
best life. A high standard of living is dif-
Really, the only human contact you will 
get is when the courier drops off parcels. 
I think I would rather have a conversation 
with a bag of rusty nails just waiting to 
give me tetanus than the local courier. 
So, just be forewarned. Random nov-
elties, like mullet wax or a bag of Paris 
Hilton's pubic hair, combined with ship-
ping costs, and customs fees, will do 
ferent from a high quality of life. The 
right will have you believe that infinite 
expansion of the economy is possible, 
and that buying less will kill the economy. 
They will tell developing nations that 
adopting a consumerist culture is the 
surest way to happiness and prosperity. 
But, if it doesn't work here, why would it 
work there? And furthermore, can our 
world support everyone living to this 
degree of extravagance? The United 
States has used more resources in the past 
50 years than every other country up to 
this point combined. 
Will Buy Nothing Day change all that 
overnight? Not a chance. But unlike most 
other days, it stands for a possibility of 
looking at our world and saying, "we can 
do this better." And that's something I can 
believe in. 
For more info on consumerist culture 
visit <www.adbusters.org>, 
<www.thecorporation.tv>, or check out 
the videos Aflluenza and Escaping 
Aflluenza, from the Douglas College 
Library. 
nothing for you but make you want more. 
When you are curled up in the fetal 
position, shaking in the corner with an 
empty wallet, you will have nowhere to 
turn. Not even your autographed picture 
of the Fonz or your GI Joe collection will 
be able to help you. 
novemaeP euteoau 
Unsustainable fishing Can Kill 
Land Mammals 
I n spite of recent scares about BSE and avian flu, those of us living in developed countries have it pretty 
easy when it comes to meat. Most of us 
never have to think about where our meat 
comes from, or how it gets into those 
sparkling-clean, shrink-wrapped packages 
in the store coolers. 
But· all of our food choices have con-
sequences, especially meat-which 
includes fish. And a new report published 
in the journal Science shows just how con-
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nected those choices are to nature and 
even to people in far-away lands. 
In Africa, the bush-meat trade is one 
of the biggest threats to many species, 
including some of our closest primate 
cousins. In some areas, over-hunting is 
driving a number of creatures to the brink 
of extinction. This may seem to be a 
problem distant to the developed world, 
but when groups of researchers-includ-
ing two from the University of British 
Columbia-examined the cause of 
increases in Ghana's bush-meat trade, 
they found a strong link to the European 
fishing industry. 
It seems that the European Union 
(EU) has been steadily increasing its pres-
ence of fishing boats along the coast of 
West Africa since 1950. In fact, today's 
EU fleet catches 20 times more fish in this 
area now than it did back then. This over-
fishing has driven up local fish prices and 
decreased local fish availability in an area 
that traditionally depends on the sea for 
protein. As a result, locals have turned to 
bush meat for sustenance. 
By comparing fish-harvesting data to 
changes in the estimated biomass (weight 
of living creatures) of large mammals in 
Ghana, researchers were able to track the 
relationship between the two resources 
over a 30-year period. They found that 
years with poor fish harvests for locals 
coincided with large drops in mammal 
biomass, and vice versa. This correlation 
was further substantiated by annual 
counts of hunters found in nature 
reserves. 
Overall, between 1970 and 1998, the 
biomass of 41 large mammals in Ghana's 
nature reserves dropped by 76 percent, 
and up to 45 percent of those species 
became locally extinct. Making the situa-
tion even worse, the biomass of fish 
stocks in the region has also dropped by 
50 percent, and some stocks face immi-
nent collapse. 
This is a recipe for an unsustainable 
food system. The EU supports its West 
African fishery to the tune of $350 mil-
lion US per year-up from just $6 million 
in 1981 . So in this case, wealthy countries 
are subsidizing an industry that is degrad-
ing the resources of a region that cannot 
afford to lose them-all to provide exotic 
fish for restaurants in places like Paris and 
London. 
Canadians aren't off the hook either. 
In Canada, the government-supported 
salmon farming industry often talks about 
the capacity for growth and displays 
charts showing how much money there is 
to be made, how many jobs are created, 
and how great it all is. But what's missing 
from those charts is the fact that salmon 
eat other fish. Right now, those fish are 
also coming from all over the world-
especially from developing countries in 
D~iDiDDG 
South America. And since it takes two to 
four kilograms of wild fish to produce a 
kilogram of farmed salmon, it doesn't 
take a genius to surmise that, as currently 
practiced, this is not a sustainable indus-
try. 
Producing enough food to feed the 
planet's growing population is a huge 
problem. But continuing to prop up 
unsustainable food systems only exacer-
bates the problem, or pushes it onto 
countries that cannot afford to lose what 
little resources they have. It's time to start 
thinking about where our meat actually 
comes from, and who's really paying for it. 
Take the Nature Challenge and learn 
more at <www.davidsuzuki.org>. 
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Kali Thurber, A&E Editor 
Walk around the city with a giant sign on l your chest that reads, "I'm participating in 
Buy Nothing Day. Please buy me things." 
You never know, you might get some suck-
ers who think they're supporting anti-consumerism 
by supporting you. 
2 Go searching for found art. You won't have to go very far, there's probably some 
trash, ... um I mean art, right outside your 
door. 
Go for a long walk through Stanley Park 
and don't pay attention to the signs. Why? 
Because it's a free adventure, stupid. 
Recruit a few friends to dress up like zom-
bies with you, and roam around the malls 
mocking the non-participating shoppers 
(Adbusters idea, not mine). 
Play the Blood and Guts version of Risk. 5 It's the same classic board game, but when 
one of your armies attacks another player's, 
you actually beat the shit out of each other. 
Whoever wins the fistfight wins the country. There 
are obvious drawbacks to this version, but at least 
this way instead of making snide political comments 
when your "ally'' breaks into your entire continent, 
you can just give him a good shot in the head. 
UDbHPbDiDIHDb 
~ Do the Grouse Grind. It might just kill you 
'l:J when you reach the top and realize that you 
could have driven there, but you'll have 
enough smoggy air in your lungs to last you 
a lifetime, so at least you can say "I did the Grouse 
Grind," and you never have to suffer through it 
again. 
1 Create your own revolutionary theme day (if those pompous jerks at Adbusters can do it, so can you). 
{1 Go through your high-school yearbook and 7J make up elaborate stories about what your 
ex-classmates are doing now. (Example: 
"Tina Glover gained lSOlbs and is still 
working at KFC with her kleptomaniac 
brother/lover.") Then phone them up and find out 
how many failed lives you got right. 
Sit completely still, while staring at yourself in 
a mirror for several hours. Sooner or later, 
you'll go crazy (that's still free, isn't it?) . 
e Forget about the state of the world, Buy Nothing Day, and anything else you're sup-posed to care about, and go out on the town 
(I hear nothing tastes better on Buy Nothing 
D ay than caviar and Crystal). 
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ote to readers: If you get caught stealing zines, I am 
in no way responsible for your terrible and illegal 
behaviour. Please burn this page once you read it. 
Buy Nothing Day has more take-offs than 
Madonna and New Kids on the Block put together 
(slight exaggeration for emphasis), such as Buy 
Everything Day, Vomit Something Day, and the oh-so-
anarchist, Steal Something Day. The object of Steal 
Something Day is made clear by its tide, so, I decided, 
what better thing to steal than the very epitome of 
anarchy itself. The zine. 
Zine:...An inexpensively produced, self-published, 
underground publication. Zines are basically any short 
magazine, consisting of pretty much any subject mat-
ter, structure, and genre that the producer chooses. 
True zine culture is mosdy run by dirty punks who 
stomp along the street chanting to themselves, "punk, 
not funk," but hey, the majority of every scene is dom-
inated by losers with no real drive for the cause, so 
don't let them turn your back on zines forever. 
Zines can be witty, little shorts suitable for a bus 
ride, disgustingly graphic horrors not suitable for 
other publications, or captivating and fr~sh commen-
tary on current culture. Zines can also be full of a lot 
of boring and poorly written hogwash, but that's what 
you get for reading self-published works. So here are 
three zines, all under $5, specially selected for your 
Buy Nothing/Steal Something Day reading. 
Infiltration: Stadia 
The zine about going places you're not supposed to 
go. 
As the inside cover tells us, "Infiltration is published 
occasionally," mit of Toront<;>, and is full of stories 
about. people sneaking into various locations that we 
common folk aren't allowed into. All issues have a 
theme location (previous issues have been about hos-
pitals, trains, and warehouses) and tell stories about the 
elaborate schemes some people have 'acted out to get 
into these places for free. Issue 24 gives accounts of 
some ventures into stadiums and the events that 
unfold once inside. Though much of the writing is so 
straightforward thar it can sometimes be dull, learning 
the sneaky tricks these brave souls have mastered to get 
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on the inside is interesting and educational. 
One such story, "Under the Road Again," tells about 
a couple of kids who were intrigued by a rumour of 
interconnected, underground tunnels, who managed to 
make their way up into a stadium where Willie Nelson 
was playing. Imagine the surprise of the Willie Nelson 
crowd when two kids covered in sewer grime climbed 
out of the basement, and into the concert. 
Another article gives complete descriptions on how 
to cheat your way into a monster-truck show. And, of 
course, pictures accompany all stories as proof of the 
experience. Though mildly entertaining, Stadia is only a 
zine to read if you actually plan on sneaking into some 
illegal territory, since the small amount of humour is 
limited mosdy to those in the know. 
Stephen Moron Presents Two 
Stories: Castle of the Robots and 
The Dumb Rnimals 
This zine stands at the top of the zine price pyramid, at 
$5; though considering that neither of the short stories 
is actually complete, one wonders why Stephen Moron 
expects readers to pay at all. The first one, "Casde of 
the Robots," !s in the Gothic-romance genre, and fol-
lows the character of Otto, a middle-aged man who's 
being haunted by his phantom middle finger. The back-
story of how Otto lost his middle finger (in a drunken 
haze, his father bit off and swallowed it) was, however, 
more interesting than the actual plot that was played 
out. Otto goes to a casde with the hope to be cured of 
his phantom finger, and a series of gruesome and rather 
confusing events occur. Though the idea of a phantom 
finger is sure to haunt readers as much as Otto, when-
ever it seems the climax is about to unfold, Moron 
grabs us out of the action, either skipping ahead sever-
al chapters or asking readers what they think of the 
story so far. This level of unprofessional writing makes 
me want to say, "Thanks for trying, Moron, but no 
thanks." 
APbG a no DDbHPbHiDmenb 
The second story in this booklet, "The Dumb 
Animals," suffers from the same problem. It's about a 
man who "killed a person without realizing it, then was 
killed by another person without really realizing it, then 
came to some realization of things in heaven." I really 
question why a writer, who presumably wants people to 
read his story, would sum up the plot in the first page, 
but it's a stylistic decision that I will let Moron get away 
with ... this time. The protagonist in "The Dumb 
Animals" is a man who claims he cannot use or make 
sense of words, so when he "accidentally" kills an irri-
tating man in a steamy sauna, he doesn't comprehend 
what he's done. This was actually very entertaining, 
despite the fact that it was extremely hard to believe. 
The repetition of the phrase ''You dumb piece of shit 
fucker fucking" really helped me get into the story, but 
then Moron ends the whole thing with an unfinished 
sentence and absolutely no pay off. By the time I got 
there, I realized why the writer called himself Stephen 
Moron; it's not just his name, it's the truth. 
lif' Natas: The Official Champions 
of Hell Comic Strip 
At a young age, Lil' Natas was stolen from his mother, 
raised by the hand of Satan, and condemned to eternal 
life, so the comics in this zine mosdy concentrate on Lil' 
Natas ripping people, and other un-dead, to shreds. 
Occasionally Lil' Natas rebels against his satanic 
upbringing and tries to save the world, but that too 
eventually ends in bloodbath after bloodbath. 
Robin Thompson, the writer and artist of the strip, 
gives us a satisfying vision of hell with his gruesome 
illustrations of various demons and monsters. But for 
Lil' Natas, life in hell is similar to any kid's life, when liv-
ing under their parent's wrath. He gets grounded when 
Satan finds his secret stash of Awake magazines, and his 
soul is taken away from him when he rants about the 
rape of his independent thought. But Lil' Natas is a real 
trooper, and just keeps on trucking, trying to save the 
world, and then finishing off by going on rampant 
killing sprees. What a cute kid. 
.... ,,,... ill 
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Buy Nothing 
in Games 
A s a gamer, I fully support Buy Nothing Day: it's a core value at the heart of all garners. So when 
Buy Nothing Day rolls around, I urge you 
not only to avoid buying stuff, but also to 
avoid buying video games. That's right, 
we must show companies in the digital 
world like Shindra and The Rose Queen 
Company that we aren't just corporate 
slaves. So, join me on ovember 26th 
and don't spend a single rupee, gold 
piece, yen, or loonie. 
Many garners out there are too 
dependent on the merchants in their 
games, too, but you must break free, and 
not support those greedy digital bastards. 
I frequently hear complaints that you 
constantly need new potions and new 
equipment, but the fact is that all the best 
equipment in the majority of games can 
be found for free, so think about that. 
The merchants don't sell you the best 
equipment, they just steal your money 
and give you crap. My suggestion to you 
is to go out and continually fight mon-
sters that drop potions and healing items. 
Don't even get me started about inns; 
they make you pay to sleep there, even 
though you can go and lie in the bed. 
Why, you ask? Because those greedy mer-
chants own the inns and will not let you 
sleep until you pay them. If you try to 
sleep for free they, will poke you with a 
stick. 
If you think games vary so much that 
you couldn't possibly go one day without 
buying them, well, you're so wrong that 
you should have to face a random boss 
encounter, with less than half health. Yes, 
you heard me, that's how wrong you are. 
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Now go away and be 
ashamed of yourself. Take 
Star Ocean as an example, 
instead of just buying 
healing, I suggest 
spending several hours 
fighting random 
encounters to build up 
the items you need to 
make healing items, 
and in another few 
hours you'll be ready 
with enough items to 
get you through 30 
minutes of random 
encounters. Some of 
you are all whiny 
because you think you 
need shiny new equipment 
since the boss monsters 
are too hard. But you 
are wussies. 
That's the effect of 
the merchants' brain-
washing you into thinking the 
armour and swords that they sell 
are what you need. For a resource-
ful gamer, I suggest just stealing 
stuff from monsters before you 
murder them for the gold and expe-
rience points contained in their 
monster heads. You may also ask 
what to do with your surplus of 
currency if you don't spend it on 
healing items and trips to the inn. 
The problem is that most garners 
are too theme-centric. Sure, you're 
on a quest to save the world, but 
have you ever stopped to think 
about homelessness in games? No, 
you haven't. I know you haven't, 
because that's just the kind of per-
son you are. I suggest you help one 
of the homeless NPCs that spend 
their days wondering around town 
telling you useful things like, "There 
are many guards in the castle," or 
some other crap you never both-
ered to pay attention to, probably 
involving "Spoony Bards." 
So when Buy Nothing Day rolls 
around, show your support by not 
buying any items within the genre 
of video games. That means you'll 
have to pass on the bombs and red 
potions in Zelda, forego the buying 
of materia from Shinra, say no to 
those delicious healing items from 
the Rose Queen Shops, and send a 
clear message to the merchants of 
games. 
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The Tragically Hip 
Brady Ehler, OP Reviewer Guy 
I had been planning to spend a quiet Sunday at home doing homework, so imagine my surprise when I was 
woken up at 12pm by a phone call and 
asked if I wanted tickets to The Hip. I 
won't bore you with the details, but I 
ended up with 11 tickets, which were easy 
to give away, even though they were in the 
nosebleed section. 
The opening band was The Joel 
Plaskett Emergency. Some of you might 
remember Joel from the ultra-Canadian 
rock revival band, Thrush Hermit. The 
Emergency is rock-based, but with a fair 
amount of blues influence, among other 
musical genres, and they even did some-
thing with a ska flavour. All and all they 
weren't bad, but then again they weren't 
great, and at the end of their 30-40 
minute set I, was glad it was over. 
In the ensuing 20 minutes or so before 
the show, a friend and I decided to try and 
filch some seats closer to the stage, as the 
stadium was only about two-thirds full. 
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Thus, I was within spirting distance of the 
band for the first song, "Vaccination 
Scar," which was from the newest album, 
In Between Evolution. The song kicked off 
the show nicely, as they played it about 
twice as hard as they do on the recorded 
version. Unfortunately for my friend and 
me, halfway through the second song, 
"Grace Too," the rightful owners of the 
seats we were sitting in came to claim their 
places, so we sadly obliged, looked 
around, and realized that the stadium had 
more or less filled to the brim. 
The Hip looked very typical; Gordon 
wore black plants and a short-sleeved 
black dress shirt, Paul Langois was in his 
usual blue jeans and untucked white shirt, 
Bobby Baker had his red shirt tucked in-
they looked as if they might have just 
walked in off the street. The rest of the 
show didn't look or sound as good from 
the 300 level, since the band members 
looked like rock-star action figures from 
up there, but at least there were the thou-
Hid 
sand-inch screens and a pretty decent light 
set up. 
They played tons of hits with a fair 
number of tracks from th~ new disc 
sprinkled throughout. The· new songs 
weren't bad; in fact, some of them were 
really good. Even though I hadn't heard 
them before, they managed to leave an 
impression. I particularly enjoyed "It 
Can't be Nashville Every Night." 
All in all, The Hip showed Vancouver 
why they are considered the greatest 
Canadian rock band-the slow epics 
tugged at heart-strings, and the fast-paced 
rockers rocked the his-ouse so bad that 
some girts even threw their shirts at 
Gordon Downie (by the way, guys, the 
show was a babe-fest). 
Gordon, in true poetic fashion, ranted 
at 1 OOOwpm during the instrumental bits 
of the songs, and at one point he com-
mented, "Why do I have this mic? This is 
stupid. What would you say if you had 
this mic ... fuck!" I kept thinking there 
should have been some sort of gigantic 
dance floor for people to groove out on, 
because even up in the nosebleeds, people 
were boogying. They ended up playing 
two encores, not that it wasn't evident that 
they would from the deafening roar that 
sounded throughout the stadium when 
they first stepped on stage. These guys 
have been doing this forever, and it shows 
in their performance; it was spot on ... they 
played most of my favourite songs, too! 
Next time they come into town, I'm going 
to buy tickets so close I can throw my 
shirt at Gordon Downie. 
We will need a new Arts & Entertainment 
section editor starting January 2005. 
We would be quite pleased if you sent 
your resume to: 
othered itor@ya hoo. ca 
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Kali Thurber, A&E Editor 
Campus fvents 
Student Showcase recital 
Presented by Noon at New West. Performing Arts 
Theatre. Nov. 25, 12:30pm. 
A Midsummer Night's Dream 
The Douglas College Theatre and Stagecraft 
Departments present the classic play with a twist by 
William Shakespeare. Following a troupe of traveling 
gypsies who offer to give the audience a showing of 
the play, the production delves into an adventure-
some, "play within a play," guaranteed to excite. 
Performing Arts Theatre. Nov. 27. For info, call the 
Box Office, 604.527.5488 
Concert Band and Choirs 
Presented by the Music Department, featuring direc-
tors Blair Fisher and Eric Hannan. Performing Arts 
Theatre. Dec. 3, 8pm. 
Mythic Archipelago 
Artwork in mixed media by Bill Friesen, Marci Katz, 
and Joe Rosenblatt. Amelia Douglas Gallery (New 
West campus). To December 16. For info, call 
604.527.5495 
Theatre 
When the Reaper Calls 
Peter Colley's play about two young philosophy pro-
fessors with conflicting views on life, whose vacation 
in a remote cottage takes a murderous turn. Bernie 
Legge Theatre (Queen's Park, New West). To Nov. 27, 
8pm. Tickets $12/10. For info, call604.521.0412 
Bye Bye Birdie 
Footlight Theatre Company presents the classic musi-
cal about a 1950s' rock star, based loosely on the early 
career of Elvis Presley. Shadbolt Centre for the Arts 
(6450 Deer Lake Ave., Burnaby). To Nov. 27, 
Wed-Sat, 8pm. Tickets $12-25 ($5 discount Wed. and 
Thurs.). For info, call 604.205.3000 
Death of a Salesman 
UCFV Theatre presents Arthur Miller's Pulitzer-win-
ning drama about the dark side of the American 
dream. UCFV Theatre (Chilliwack campus). Nov. 
25-27, 7:30pm. Tickts $5-16. For info, call 
604.795.2814 
The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe 
Exit 22 presents C.S. Lewis' classic fantasy story, 
adapted for the stage by Joseph Robinette and direct-
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that question capitalism and war, it seems to be 
more advertising than educationaL And consid-
ering that major corporations sponsor many of 
the pieces featured, this shouldn't be surprising. 
What is surprising, however, is that the exhibit 
seems to be decidedly objective, while at the 
same time selling an ideology that doesn't .fit 
with its "scientific•• approach. It states that it 
"isn't about the world of design, it's about the 
design of the world... And this isn't the only 
quest.ionable slogan to boom out from the 
walls, there's also, "We will design ev'olution,, 
'We will make visible the as )let JnvisiblC::' and 
I to1Wltk!as rnoze. So. though the ~--.,-., ____ ..,. 
ed by Dawn Moore. Capilano College Performing 
Arts Theatre (2055 Purcell Way, North Van.). To Nov. 
27, Thurs.-Sat., 8pm. Tickets $9-17. For info, call 
604.990.7810 
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
United Players presents Edward Albee's drama about 
a middle-aged couple whose relationship is in the 
process of unraveling. Jericho Arts Centre (1675 
Discovery). To Dec. 12, Thurs.-Sun. at 8pm. Tickets 
$12-16. For info, call604.224.8007 ext. 2 
Rage 
Green Thumb Theatre presents Michele Riml's drama 
about a tense meeting between a teacher and a student 
about the student's report on Adolf Hitler. Vancouver 
East Cultural Centre (1895 Venables). Nov. 23-Dec. 
4. Tickets $30/22 at Ticketmaster. For info, call 
604.280.3311 
Concerts 
Gwar 
Costumed gore-rockers from the frozen wasteland of 
Antarctica perform on their Mock the Vote Tour 
2004, with guests Dying Fetus and All that Remains. 
Commodore Ballroom (868 Granville). Nov. 24, 9pm. 
Tickets $30 at Ticketmaster (604.280.4444), Scrape, 
Scratch, Highlife, and Noize! Records 
Beats Without Borders 
Dance Party blending traditional music and electroni-
ca from around the globe, with resident DJs and guest 
Feso. Atlantis (1320 Richards). Nov. 25, 8pm. Tickets 
$10 at the door. For info, call 604.341.6457, or visit 
<www.beatswithoutborders.com> 
Neko Case 
Local country-roots sensation, with guest Dexter 
Romweber. Commodore Ballroom (868 Granville). 
Nov. 25, 9:30pm. Tickets $19.50 at Ticketmaster 
(604.280.4444), and Zulu Records 
The Sadies 
Toronto quartet mixes 60s, country-rock, and psyche-
delia, country 'n' western, surf, and bluegrass, with 
guests the Leather Uppers. The Brickyard (315 
Carrall). Nov. 26. Tickets $15/12 at Red Cat Zulu 
Scratch, •and Noize! Records. For inf~, cali 
604.874.7906 
Richard Desjardins 
Guitarist-pianist and poet from Quebec performs 
with his quartet as part of the Coup de Coeur 
Francophone Festival. Vogue Theatre (918 Granville) . 
Nov. 27, 8pm. Tickets $35/30/25. For info, call 
604.736.9806 
Galleries 
Art in Public Places 
Photos by Rarnin Harnidnejab and pottery by Dana 
Manhal. District of North Vancouver Municipal Hall 
(355 Queens Rd.). To Nov. 25. For info, call 
604.988.6844 
Surviving Subtlety 
Works by international artists Koval Vieira Melnyk 
and Zabeyda. Pendulum Gallery (HSBC Bld~., 885 W 
Georgia). To Nov. 27. For info, call 604.879.7714 
Puppetpalooza! 
Handcrafted and collectible puppets by the 
Vancouver Puppet Guild and Talking Hands 
Puppetry Theatre. Cityscape Community Art Space 
(335 Lonsdale Ave., North Van.). Nov. 19-Dec. 19~ 
Fa< info, oill 604.988.6844 L 
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Local fconomic Trading Systems 
Melissa Beedle, Features Editor 
I magine teenagers doing yard work for seniors, and seniors staffing day-care centres for working mothers, all 
for Time Dollars (a moneyless trading sys-
tem) they can spend on what they need. 
Imagine the poor and the elderly turning 
their unused time into a resource through 
Time Dollars. All this is happening-in 
Portland, Maine, and beyond. In New 
York City, women have joined forces to 
create a skills bank called Womanshare. In 
inner-city St. Louis, Missouri, Time 
Dollars have been integrated with the 
social-service delivery system to raise self-
esteem and build community. 
Around the world there are many trad-
ing systems that have been created as 
alternatives to the almighty dollar. In New 
York, two women created Womanshare 
after a trip together to the south of 
France for an international retreat with 
the well-known Vietnamese writer and 
Buddhist monk, Tich hat Hanh. He 
urged everyone to return home and 
seek· to effect change by worlcing 
together, supporting each other, and 
actively engaging in the social and 
political life of our times. 
Jane and Diana sat down to plan-
and decided to create a service 
exchange. After six months of plan-
ning, they began aslcing friends for 
reactions. They quickly found that 
women of all ages with all lcinds of 
professional and life experiences 
responded to the idea of an economic 
democracy that could expand the 
social and economic parameters of 
their lives. The first step was to help 
each woman identify her skills. The 
women were invited to share an 
evening interviewing one another. At 
first many women would say, "I don't 
have any skills I can think of," but it 
turned out that every woman there 
had at least 20 skills that could help 
others. Many of these skills were the 
kind of nurturing work that many 
women do and that is invisible to the 
market economy. 
Working together to shape and 
define the program's principles, shar-
ing pot-lucks together, and exploring 
new ways of offering to help one 
another, the women found themselves 
feeling more connected to a diverse 
social network, and becoming empow-
ered to live their lives with greater 
self-sufficiency. 
Three forms of sharing evolved in 
addition to the one-to-one sharing of 
help. First, members began putting on 
workshops for other members. For 
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example, a lawyer offered a workshop on 
living wills. Then came "barnraisings" 
which often involved the use of skills 
learned during a workshop. Diana taught 
carpentry to other members, and togeth-
er, they took on projects to help other 
members. And fmally, there are affinity 
groups. These are outside the Time-
Dollar system, but they are still a vital 
part of the community. At potlucks, 
members join in small groups to prob-
lem-share. A creative expression group 
has been meeting regularly for years. 
Womanshare has become a fluid, 
growing entity, always open to new 
opportunities. One new idea that has 
recently been put into effect was a joint 
fund so that one member could take a 
course and then come back and teach the 
other members what she had learned. 
In many ways, time dollars are 
simpler than regular money, but 
their implications for social change 
are enormous. 
Members are from diverse cultural 
backgrounds, ranging in age from 30 to 
80. Both single and married women are 
members. It is a grassroots co-operative 
that runs through the energies of its 
' 
members, and a small annual fee to cover 
material costs. 
Time Dollars, like Womanshare, is an 
economic-exchange system that encour-
ages the trading of service credits 
(something like favours) among neigh-
bours and friends. One Time Dollar 
represents one hour of service, no matter 
what the work. For example, after you 
have earned two Time Dollars helping me 
weed my garden, you might spend one for 
an hour of Chris's time changing your oil, 
and another paying Ann to visit your 
aging mother. I earn a Time Dollar back 
by teaching Ann to play the guitar ... and so 
on. None of us worries too much about 
the exact time spent, because we're having 
a good time getting to know one another 
and creating a network of folks we can 
depend on. 
There are about 200 ongoing networks 
of favours like this across the US and 
internationally, ranging in size from 
dozens to thousands of members. They 
are called Time-Dollar Exchanges. 
Members record the favours they give and 
receive using some form of a chequing 
system. Your monthly statement might 
show a positive or negative Time-Dollar 
balance. However, the favours you earn, 
together with those you spend, all count 
on the plus side of a special column called 
"social capital" because both activities 
contribute to the health of the 
community. 
In many ways, Time Dollars are sim-
pler than regular money, but their 
implications for social change are enor-
mous. The expression, "what goes around 
comes around," stems from the kind of 
exchanges stimulated by Time Dollars. 
Such reciprocity is probably the most 
important ingredient holding communi-
ties together. Many modern inventions 
have worked to dissolve community, but 
the Time-Dollar idea promises to bring it 
back. 
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Canucks fmbrace nmerican Lefties 
Penar Musaraj, Arthur (Trent University) 
PETERBO ROUGH, Ont. (CUP)-
While watching CBC's coverage of the 
American election November 2, I was 
struck by one quick Q and A on the vot-
ing line-up. After clearly pointing out she 
would vote for John Kerry, a woman was 
asked: "What would you do if Bush 
won? 
"I will consider moving to Canada," 
she answered. And she is not the only 
one. 
Many active Kerry supporters have 
already declared in their numerous blogs 
that they would most certainly pack their 
bags and flee to avoid dealing with "four 
more years" of Bush. While much of the 
reaction can be dismissed as mere post-
election rage, there are hints a 
northbound exodus of progressive left-
wingers is not completely unlikely. 
Canada's immigration website received a 
record 179,000 visitors November 3, 64 
percent of them from the United States. 
In addition to Bush's re-
election, same-sex marriage 
· bans in 11 states have made 
many gay and lesbian 
Americans see Canada as an 
attractive option. For many 
such Americans, the fact so 
many of their fellow citizens 
cannot accept same-sex mar-
riage is impossible to deal 
with in the long run. 
Canada guarantees free flu shots and pub-
lic healthcare. (Post-election depression 
pills are covered, too.) 
Yet, Canada doesn't seem too excited 
about the prospects of a brain gain from 
liberal America. CNN reported 
November 3 the federal government 
would not provide any special "welcome 
home" parties for depressed American 
lefties. In an interview with the network, 
Canadian Immigration Minister Judy Sgro 
spelled out clearly that Americans wanting 
to renounce their citizenship and become 
Canadian will not get any special treat-
ment: 'They'll join the crowd, like all the 
other people who want to come to 
Canada." 
Statistics show since the 1980s the 
number of Americans gaining permanent 
residency or citizenship in Canada has 
shrunk to 5,000 a year. Similarly, the num-
ber of American workers entering Canada 
dropped to 15,789 in 2002 from 21,627 in 
It would be virtually impossible to 
demonstrate you are seeking refuge in 
Canada from the oppressive American 
government (unless, of course, Bush 
starts a ferocious campaign to physically 
eliminate liberal opponents). 
earlier this year. But it would be virtually 
impossible to demonstrate you are seek-
ing refuge in Canada from the oppressive 
American government (unless, of course, 
Bush starts a ferocious campaign to phys-
ically eliminate liberal opponents) . 
Mainstream Canadian media has been 
on the topic as well. One website-
attention was mosdy due to impressive 
media attention. 
Created by This magazine, the website 
launched October 20, with a goal to satir-
ically respond to some of the main trends 
of the Canadian left. The main-page 
spoof profile of a Canadian bachelor 
includes "part-time tree-bugger hot for: 
Mountain Equipment 
Co-op, vegan poducks, 
Mother Earth, feminist 
collectives, and dread-
locks." 
Some academics have 
also turned their attention 
towards Canadian universi-
ties; word has it some are 
seriously contemplating 
moving to Canada's biggest 
universities in Montreal and 
I am eager 
to live In a 
country 
where I 
can finally 
practice 
myfalthl' 
In Canada, 
my baby will 
have a bright . 
future! \ 
No more 
jail time 
for THIS 
dlssldentl 
We have saved 
for years to 
come live In 
freedom I 
I 
Joyce Byrne, publisher 
of This, said the initial 
idea was to have a spoof 
"dating for lefties" web-
site, which-given the 
alarming trend of 
Americans threatening to 
leave the country if 
Kerry lost-turned into 
the current site. 
Byrne is blown away 
by the sudden explosion 
of interest in the site and 
it sounds like she has 
mixed feelings about it: 
that it's great this minor 
project is getting so much 
exposure, but its central 
message is in many ways 
not going through as 
intended. In the stagger-
ing number of pledges 
registered on the site-
1 ,500 at last 
count-there are several 
who take things seriously. 
Toronto. 
And the American media 
is certainly glVlng left-
wingers a hand. In its 
October issue, Harpers 
Magazine had already pub-
lished a "Reader's Guide to 
Expatriating," where a whole 
bunch of options were con-
sidered, including the 
creation of an imaginary vir-
tual nation-the perfect 
solution to avoid having to 
deal with real elections. 
In a column printed 
November 3, Jill Porter, a 
columnist for the Philadelphia 
Dai!J News, offers some practical advice to 
Americans thinking of heading north: 
drink before you go, because they only 
allow 1.14 litres of booze in without tax; 
learn what litres, metres, and Celsius are; 
and don't worry about getting sick, since 
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2000. Furthermore, the process of gain-
ing resident status takes at least a year, 
while full citizenship takes up to three or 
four years. Seeking refugee status could be 
considered a last resort too, as two desert-
ers from the Iraq war already proved 
I 
<www.MarryanAmerican.ca>, which 
encourages Canadians to pledge "to sacri-
fice their single-hood to save our southern 
neighbours from four more years of cow-
boy conservatism"-received about 
95,000 hits over four days recendy. The 
And while the bulk of 
these escape declarations 
will not join a real exodus 
to Canada, there are cer-
tainly some Americans that are probably 
seriously considering moving up north. 
After all, every rumour has a grain of 
truth in it-but it's still just one grain. 
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S o, in case you've been sorting m&m's alphabetically for the exact seven days between my deadlines 
(Nov 11-18) here's an update on what 
you've missed in the world of sports. 
This week was full of interesting tid-
bits but I'll start by grouping all of the 
football notes together. First off, Emmitt 
Smith finally gathered his 18,000th rush-
ing yard in the NFL while also gathering 
two touchdowns in last week's game. Also 
in the NFL, ABC has taken a ridiculous 
amount of bad press after a harmless 
openirig gag to their Monday Night FootbalL 
The joke was a commercial where, long 
story short, a woman takes off her clothes 
(you don't see anything ... pervs) in order to 
convince Terrell Owens not to play in the 
game. I've seen this commercial in its 
entirety and it was actually pretty funny, 
but apparently it's not fit for the Monday 
Night Football viewers-who must've been 
appalled (because 25-year-old, beer drink-
ing men usually are offended by naked 
women). And in the CFL, some woman is 
suing the Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
because she got hit in the head with a beer 
bottle at a playoff game in 2002. I always 
wonder why people wait two years to sue 
a company instead of filing a complaint 
when the problem first arises. 
Still with football, you may have heard 
of how BC Premier Gordon Campbell 
won 10 pounds of bison steaks from 
Saskatchewan Premier Lorne Calvert. 
Well, depending on who won last Sunday's 
Grey Cup, Campbell has, this time, put up 
20 pounds of BC beef to an equal 
amount of Ontario beef. He's also bet a 
pound of his own flesh with an American 
shylock on this year's Super Bowl. 
Bear~ 
n the ~oly shit!" news, it turns 
that some 21-year-old college student got 
killed in Boston when a pepper spray pel-
let was shot into her eye. The girl was out 
in the streets on October 21, celebrating 
the Red SoJr" win over the Yankees along 
With the other fans, when ari" officer acci-
dentally missed his target and shot her 
instead. The cer as recently identi-
fied but nothing has come of it yet. 
And that cheerfully leads us right into 
the random notes section. Starting with 
the local stuff, the Vancouver Molson 
Indy is no more after 15 years of racing 
Women Win Big Over TWU 
D ave Pearcey, OP Contributor 
T he only rugby of the weekend of the 21st saw the second-division women remain in first place with 
a 25-5 win over Trinity Western 
University. Playing in the fog at Queen's 
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Park, the locals totally dominated territo-
rially in the first half, but failed to take 
advantage of several opportunities. 
Anita D hillon did manage to set up 
Rikkilee Jones for an early score; but only 
a try on the final play of the half by 
Whitney Sousa gave Douglas some 
breathing room at 10--0. 
Scrumhalf Tia Staller increased the 
lead by five with a 35-metre break down 
the short side of the field immediately 
after the restart. However, Trinity then 
surprised Douglas with some good play 
and managed to record a try of their 
own. 
Staller then received an errant-clear-
ing kick from the Spartans' fullback and 
sprinted past several defenders for anoth-
er try from 40 metres out. 
Jones closed out the scoring with her 
second of the game. 
glory. Cart racing is just having too hard a 
time staying afloat at all and therefore our 
city's event was deemed expendable. Also, 
the Manitoba Moose won their first game 
in the new MTS Centre by a score of 4-2. 
The first goal scored in the new arena was 
netted by Nolan Baumgartner. Canadian 
Steve Nash picked apart his former team, 
the Dallas Mavericks, and really put on a 
passing clinic, fuiishing with 17 points and 
18 assists. 
In MLB, Pedro Martinez, who 
received, and responded to, a damn fine 
New York taunting in these last play-
offs, has met with George 
Steinbrenner and talked deal 
with the Yankees' ....,a 
Nothing is set in l!lfl"" 
most embarrassing losses in team history. 
In boxing, Evander Holyfield has been 
suspended by the New York boxing com-
mission after his latest drubbing at the 
hands of Larry Donald. He will now need 
medical clearance to fight again. You may 
also recall that I reported that the head 
organizer of the 2006 Turin Olympics 
had resigned? Well, he has since with-
drawn his resignation as what he thought 
was going to be a power struggle has been 
resolved. 
And finally, more 
tragic news to bring 
you down. Thirty-
five-year-old 
Dominic Mobilio 
died of a suspected 
heart attack. 
~ilio was a 
~dian 
Darren Paterson, Sports Editor 
L et's get rigbt into it, shall we? I was going to try to make my edi-tor WPPY by racking my brain and 
coming up wf- .some u Nothing-Day-
themed 'cle, but someone let their dog 
crap on my lawn and pissed. And you 
would be too. And so would a 
Saskatch an Ro riders' kicker. Except 
nobody's dog crapped on Paul 
McCallum's'l'a'\VQ (of the missed 18-yarder 
in OT versus the Lions), so Riders' fans 
thought they'd do next best thing and 
dump a truck full manure Pll his lawn. 
Of course these jackasses CO\lrteous 
enough to do it right after the game when 
McCallum's wife was at home without 
him. And they also waited until after 
some other idiots egged the house. Then, 
as McCallum's wife cleaned the manure 
off their lawn, everyone thought they'd 
drive by and threaten her and her hus-
ban~. Really cool guys, way to lose 
respectfully .... 
I just can't believe that anyone could 
be callous enough to perform such an 
act. Of course, I can understand how the 
fans would be upset, but things went way 
too far, way too fast. It's just disgusting to 
me that anyone could treat another per-
son like that under any circumstances, let 
alone a trivial situation like a football 
game. Which is what leads me to the 
major point of today's rambling: fans are 
just far too emotionally involved with 
sports. And I un.d and #hat involve-
ment. I, too, drove the streets like a 
madman, while wavin giant flag, after 
team Canada won at the ·ly . nd I, 
too, felt like crying whe :.the Calgary 
Flames defeated the Cal pcks, what 
seemed like moments after Naslund had 
heroically tied the game. But what I didn't 
do was threaten the life of Martin 
Gelinas' wife. 
It's just deplorable how some people 
react to disappointment. Like the massive 
riots that occur as a result of soccer 
matches, or the Canucks riots in '94. 
These types of situations are ridiculous 
and should never occur. Sports fans have 
DOUGLAS SCOREBOARD 
lliallaskllllll 
Douglas 73-:-Lan 60 
Douglas 90-Capilano 83 (01) 
Women's Bask 
Douglas 55-Langara 47 
Douglas 63-Capilano 71 
WIDen's Rugby [2nd Division) 
Douglas 25-Trinity Western 5 
Men's Soocer 
Round Robin 
Douglas 2-Fanshawe 1 (01) 
Douglas 1-Mount Royal 2 (01) 
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Bronze MeJaJ Match 
Douglas 0-John Abbott 2 
Men's Yalleuball 
Douglas 2-Langara 3 
(22-25,21-25,25-21,25-22, 
11-15) 
Douglas 0-Capilano 3 
(21-25, 23-:-25, 13-25) 
Women's Volleuball 
Douglas 1-Langara 3 
(25-23, 22-25, 16-25, 22-25) 
Douglas 0-Capilano 3 
(14-25, 12-25, 17-25) 
to rein it in a bit and take a moment to 
realize where a missed field goal really fits 
into the grand scheme of things. Because, 
in the end, treating another human being 
the way that those Roughrider fans did is 
a terrible thing to do, and it will have a 
much greater impact than a single missed 
kick. And that they couldn't see that rep-
resents, to me, the down side of sports. 
Nov26 
*Women's Volleyball 
vs. Okanagan Lakers@ 
6:30pm 
* Men's Volleyball 
vs. Okanagan Lakers @ 
8:15pm 
Women's Basketball 
6:00pm@ Okanagan Lakers 
(Kelowna) 
Men's Basketball 
8:00pm @ Okanagan Lakers 
(Kelowna) 
Nov27 
*Women's Rugby (Premier) 
vs. UBC Thunderbirds @ 
11 :30am (Queen's Park) 
Oh, but before I go, I would like to 
make a post note that the McCallum fam-
ily has received an outpouring of support 
from the community since that Sunday's 
affairs, and that the police have made sev-
eral arrests as well. 
* Women's Volleyball 
vs. COTR Avalanche @ 1 pm 
(New West) 
* Men's Volleyball 
vs. COTR Avalanche @ 3pm 
(New West) 
Women's Basketball 
6:00pm @ F~aser Valley 
vs. Cascades (Abbotsford) 
Men's Basketball 
8:00pm@ Fraser Valley 
vs. Cascades (Abbotsford) 
Nov28 
* Women's Rugby (2nd 
Division) 
vs. UBC Thunderbirds @ 2pm 
(Queen's Park) 
* Denotes home games 
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You were short. You looked 
remember ... like a leprechaun. I liked your Contact Brady: 604.464.5473, Courses at Douglas College 
All ads must be received by hat. You told me to party with Professional tutor, writing jesuspornstar@hotmail.com New Westminster Campus 
Thursday to be published in the you instead of doing my home- coach, and editor can help with 
following Wednesday's paper. work. It was the greatest night English 130, 106, 112, and Outgoing, outspoken people Best competitive rates 
Check your ad for errors and of my life. Where did you go? 109; also Business needed to work in nightclub 
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dent newspaper, we reserve the <www.writerstouch.net> ~ right to revise, reclassifY, edit, or At the bank machine, Tues 604.437.6069 OPTions for Sexual Health 
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wearing a Ramones shirt; I was Vancouver Support group for is looking for volunteers to 
waiting for my friend by the stutterers. Every alternate assist on the Facts of Life Line, 
Friday, 7-9pm. Room 4310, a roll-free, confidential, sexual 
Do You Suffer From Acne? 
No Drugs! 
No Cream! 
BLU-U PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY IS THE ANSWER 
FACIAL 
REJUVENATION CLINIC 
www.fac::iafl'lfiwenatlonc:llnlc.c:orn 
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